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Executive Summary
Community engagement requires real participatory structures where communities can have
their voices heard, and where they can be included in the decision-making process.
(2nd River Basin Management Plan)
Ireland’s 2018-2021 River Basin Management Plan calls for community engagement in the
governance and management of Ireland’s waters. The value of public input in water
governance is supported by international policy such as the EU’s Water Framework Directive
(2000) and the Dublin Principles (1992). Public engagement is also important to the
integrated approaches to water management that have become dominant in the last 30 years
and are currently being pursued in Ireland. Integrated Catchment Management (ICM) and
other integrated water resource management frameworks seek to offer multi-scalar, holistic,
and translational principles that incorporate diverse perspectives and participants. However,
putting these principles and concepts into practice is where the challenge lies. This report
highlights key findings from a review of research on public engagement in water governance.
These findings inform recommendations for future public engagement as Ireland seeks to
improve the quality of its waters.
The report discusses three key elements necessary for effective public engagement:
1. Recognition of inequity. Inequity is the idea that there are differences in the power,
resources, and authorities that individuals and groups have. Attention to inequity in
public engagement means working against the assumption that all voices and interests
are equal from the outset.
2. 4Expertise is multiple and not limited to scientists or those with advanced degrees.
Public engagement must incorporate other forms of expertise such that it is not
additive but fundamentally restructures how knowledge is classified, valued, and
acted upon.
3. Recognition of complex interactions across scale and context. Water governance is
simultaneously global and local. This means acknowledging that pre-existing policies,
institutions, and structures create the contexts that mediate who participates and how,
and that concerns are not isolated at one scale (e.g., local, national, transnational).
We evaluate three case studies according to these key elements to offer examples of best
practices and lessons learned. Each case study helps highlight one of our key findings and has
particular insights for the Irish context. These are: equity: Murray-Darling Basin Plan,
Australia; expertise: Greening the Twizell Partnership and Lune River Trust, United
Kingdom; scale and context: New York City Watershed Protection Program and Chesapeake
Bay Watershed Program, United States.
We apply this analysis to current practices in Ireland and offer suggestions for the 3rd River
Basin Management Plan as it seeks to improve and maintain the status of water bodies in
Ireland into the future. In the last decade, Ireland has moved to more meaningfully include
the public in water governance. However, these efforts continue to treat public engagement
instrumentally within expert-driven approaches. There is a strong emphasis placed on
funding or a lack thereof that locks public engagement into limited models and forms.
Finally, these efforts unfold within a context that diffuses disagreement and contention, but in
so doing does not fundamentally challenge existing power relations, economic interests and
unsustainable water use.
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Clearer attention to equity, expertise, and scale/context within existing efforts to govern
water resources will begin to address these issues. We offer general recommendations about
themes that need to be (re)considered in Ireland’s approach to water governance.
1. Include communities and individuals in procedures and decision-making around
water resources from the beginning. Communities and individuals should be valued
and included for the experiences and expertise they provide from the beginning of
water management activities.
2. Address entrenched power relationships in the participatory process. Power
relations should be acknowledged and addressed, rather than reinforced, throughout
the public engagement process. These efforts would build trust between the public
and institutional stakeholders, rather than buttressing the interests of the same winners
and losers.
3. Underscore the importance of regulation in fostering trust and accountability of
state stakeholders in facilitating water governance. Enforcement of existing
regulation should be discussed and pursued more prominently as an important
component of water governance to recast the role of state stakeholders in facilitating
water governance.
4. Challenging existing silos of knowledge through support for interdisciplinary
research that fosters participation and knowledge production. Fund research that
fosters participation and builds partnerships between scientists, social scientists and
communities, challenging existing hierarchies surrounding whose knowledge is
valuable and generating richer understandings of water and catchments.
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1. Introduction
Public engagement in water management seeks to improve, maintain, and protect the quality
and availability of water resources now and in the future through just and equitable decisionmaking processes. Multidimensional and participatory approaches have become central to
water governance, and are stipulated by the EU Water Framework Directive, Ireland’s River
Basin Management Plan, and many international agreements (Benson et al., 2015; Boyden,
2014; Graversgaard et al., 2016; Whitman et al., 2015; Woodhouse & Muller, 2017). Public
engagement in natural resource management builds on wider attempts to incorporate public
domains into democratic life (Barnes et al., 2003; Bloomfield et al., 2001; Fung, 2006, 2015;
Head, 2007). While public engagement does not invariably lead to better environmental
outcomes, such measures can facilitate democratic practices by enhancing ownership, equity,
and empowerment, and by fostering more sustainable uses of natural resources (Ballester&
Mott Lacroix, 2016; DeCaro et al., 2017; Lauer et al., 2018). This report defines effective
public engagement to inform Irish water policy and Ireland’s efforts to improve its water
quality (see Section 2 for definition).
Despite broad acceptance that public engagement can be beneficial, what public engagement
means, what it looks like, and what it achieves, is often left undefined in policy and is
debated within academic literature (Graversgaard et al., 2016; Whitman et al., 2015).
Academics, governments, international organisations, and professional associations have
developed many definitions of public engagement and participation; these are often used
interchangeably with terms such as ‘citizens’ engagement’, ‘civic engagement’, ‘community
engagement’, and ‘stakeholder engagement’(Bloomfield et al., 2001; Cambridge, 2017;
Dews, 2013; ESRC, 2019; Fung, 2006, 2015; NCCPE, 2019; Rask et al., 2016). We do not
review these terms at length or their associated conceptual frameworks within environmental
management and governance. Instead, in the text we offer short break-out reflections on key
concepts from these debates around issues of justice, problems of participation, and the
tragedy of the commons. With these concepts, we read across environmental governance
debates to offer a robust analysis of public engagement that is theoretically informed,
evidence-driven, but also pragmatic for the Irish context.
To that end, we make several assumptions about public engagement. Public engagement is
broadly supported by state stakeholders but is not necessarily determined by them. It includes
communities, citizens, non-citizens and stakeholders, but also operates beyond the local
scale. It is not only about ‘raising awareness’, addressing ‘a knowledge deficit’ or
encouraging behaviour change, but also includes a commitment to social transformation that
carries the potential for dissent and critique of the status quo. This approach embraces the
idea that the public, broadly defined, should be involved in decision-making processes and
outcomes, as it is not only statutorily required, but can also lead to more just, equitable, and
sustainable decision-making (Blue, 2016). Public engagement engages a plurality of
viewpoints and interests but recognises these are not all equally articulated or included within
existing institutional settings and fora. Thus, it involves generating new and better knowledge
and science capable of mobilising institutional power at different scales to facilitate the
actions that will be required to improve water quality.

2. Definition of Public Engagement
Effective public engagement recognises inequity and diverse expertise in the design,
execution, and outcomes of decision-making around water resources. It has three pillars:
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•
•
•

It recognises differences and the historic inequities that shape social, political and
ecological conditions.
It values different forms of expertise by rejecting hierarchical and additive approaches
to public input throughout the decision-making process.
It is simultaneously global and local, meaning that efforts towards public engagement
cannot be one-size-fits-all or limited to decision-making and action at a predetermined scale.

Effective public engagement must account for equity, diverse forms of expertise, and action
at multiple scales. The next sections explain why we highlight these issues.
Box 1: The Problem of Participation and Engagement
Public engagement has been championed as a hallmark of
good governance since at least the 1990s, but its
challenges have been long-recognised. Arnstein’s Ladder
(Figure 1) is one of the most well-cited models of public
participation that highlights the emptiness of many of its
forms. Even though the ladder fails to account for
structural impediments to participation (Arnstein, 1969), it
has been highly influential and offers a reminder that not
all engagement is the same, and that some efforts can have
not just neutral, but negative implications.
More recently, scholars have documented how the turn to
participation within devolved forms of governance often
entails the re-distribution of responsibilities to local
communities and citizens without altering inequalities of
access and voice (Bresnihan, 2016; McCarthy, 2002;
Raco, 2000).This reconfiguration of power has created a
situation where civil society is tasked with achieving
outcomes determined at the state and transnational levels
Figure 1: Arnstein's Ladder (1969)
(Li, 2002). Indeed, participation as part of devolved
mechanisms of environmental governance has, in many cases, consolidated state power rather than
cultivating autonomy and self-governance within communities (Swyngedouw, 2005).
However, public engagement does not always mean the instrumentalisation of civil society towards
ends determined by the state. Where public engagement marks a significantly new approach to water
governance, the state must cede some control to determine problems, activities and outcomes. This
requires acknowledging that the state is not always able or willing to recognise certain groups. These
groups may self-organise around particular concerns and/or have long been excluded from conventional
political processes. Not only does this kind of engagement often disrupt the status quo, but it takes time,
resources, and fundamental shifts in thinking among experts and communities. This transformational
approach can be pursued through the concepts discussed in Section 2.

2.1. Why Equity?
One of the central tenets of effective public engagement is equity, or more specifically,
inequity. Inequity is the idea that there are differences in the power, resources, and
authorities that individuals and groups have, and that these stem from combinations of
historic, social, political, and ecological processes. Individuals and groups may have been
ignored, misrecognised, or misunderstood in economic development, spatial planning, and
environmental management decisions in the past. These differences mean that members of
the public do not begin from the same starting point, have the same ability to participate, or
6
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the same power to effect change. Consideration of equity should shape how public
engagement is pursued by addressing inequities that may limit engagement. It highlights who
participates and who does not, how they participate, and what impact they have on decisionmaking processes.
Just and Sustainable Environmental Governance
Several justice principles help illustrate important dimensions of decision-making in environmental
governance and sustainable development.
Distributive Justice: Much of what we understand as ‘fair’ or ‘just’ focuses on the distribution of
things. Distributive justice refers to how things (resources, risks, responsibilities, etc.) are distributed
within society. It calls attention to the distribution of environmental goods and bads and who
experiences the positive and the negative consequences of particular interventions.
Procedural Justice: Procedural justice focuses on the process of decision-making; not just what
decisions are made, but how. Perceptions of the fairness of the process can influence how decisions are
perceived. This may mean having open and transparent procedures and allowing participants to
determine the decision-making processes. This can enhance the perception of natural resource
management even when participants do not get what they want (Lauer et al., 2018; Syme, Nancarrow,
& McCreddin, 1999). This is similar to collective-choice arrangements that value local knowledge in
natural resource management and require that those affected by decision-making have the means of
changing the rules that govern them (Cox, Arnold, & Villamayor Tomás, 2010; Ostrom, 1990;
Schauppenlehner-Kloyber & Penker, 2016).
Recognition: Recognition accounts for marginalisation and misrecognition of groups that may be
reflected in the unjust distributions of goods and bads and/or injustices within decision-making
processes. It extends beyond formal governance and includes how groups are valued in society. It has
an analytic purpose in articulating reasons why people participate or not, and how different viewpoints
are heard or not. Recognition also has a practical purpose in that it can help guide procedural and
distributive decisions to avoid perpetuating longstanding inequities (Fraser, 1990; Schlosberg, 2009;
Young, 2011).

Recognition of inequity is a recognition of difference. There are multiple viewpoints,
perspectives, needs, and goals that need to be managed and are often competing. By
recognising difference among members of the public, the point is not to seek consensus, but
rather to facilitate mutual understanding through a unified but not uniform approach
(Schlosberg, 2004) with an understanding that not all processes or outcomes will be
beneficial to everyone or everything.
Serious attention to the issue of equity stands as a corrective to dominant discourses around
equality (Figure 2). This is important in dominant modes of public engagement that involve
public meetings and hearings. Making everyone’s voice heard or offering open space for
voices to be shared misses the critique of equity – not everyone is equally able to participate
or be heard. The social and political context outside the spaces of hearings or participatory
activities influences the ability to be heard and seen. This is important in Ireland, as discussed
in Section 5, where we find that dialogue often focuses on equality rather than equity, and on
asserting commonalities and agreement among participants, rather than acknowledging and
negotiating difference.
When governance institutions and stakeholders aim to avoid difference and controversy by
assuming shared interests and goals, it can reinforce existing power relationships,
undermining the legitimacy of the government as a stakeholder in environmental resource
management, something we explore in Section 4. By attending to inequity and by drawing
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out different knowledges, opinions,
expectations and impacts, public
engagement has the potential to
intervene in the status quo,
particularly in contexts where
members of the public feel that in the
past their voices have been unheard
or unable to influence decisions.
Public engagement in water
governance can over-ascribe to goals
that seek, unproblematically, to
encourage buy-in to state-led efforts,
and win-win scenarios without
acknowledging the power
imbalances within societies and
Figure 2: Equality vs. Equity (getrealscience.org, 2017)
communities (See also, Box 2).
Because these efforts gloss over difference, rather than account for it as a key dimension of
civic life, they can lead to a lack of trust in political authority and can ultimately thwart the
broader goals of public engagement, as we discuss later in the report. Thus, a focus on equity
means that effective public engagement involves the negotiation of the normative principles
that determine how to address difference and power imbalances; these principles will also
underlie what is deemed to be effective and how such an outcome will be pursued.
The perceived equity of governance processes is also connected to issues that can be
undermining, particularly low levels of transparency, accountability, and trust, and concerns
of institutional capture(Blomquist & Schlager, 2005; Grafton, 2019; Head, 2007; Metcalf et
al., 2015; Singleton, 2000). This requires addressing communities and societies as
stakeholders who do not start from the same vantage point and by addressing key power
relationships overtly (Whitman et al., 2015). Achieving equity in governance processes also
requires acknowledging historical relationships and the lack of one-size-fits-all solutions to
governance. Trust building takes time (Head, 2007) and “can be eroded very
quickly”(Armitageet al.,2009, p. 97).Moreover, “institutional arrangements for adaptive comanagement are not necessarily fixed in time or space, and that institutional arrangements
will vary with context” (Armitageet al., 2009, p.97).We return to these questions of context
and scale in Section 2.3.

2.2. Why Expertise?
Calls to incorporate community knowledge in decision-making through integrative and
participatory approaches position local knowledge as an efficient, timely, and sustainable
complement to scientific knowledge (Metcalf et al., 2015; Singleton, 2000). However, ‘local’
knowledge or ‘lay knowledge’ is often considered as additive and secondary to ‘scientific’
analysis, incorporated only at certain stages of the decision-making process rather than being
a key component of how procedures, goals, and decisions are written and pursued. One of the
challenges, then, is to fundamentally rethink how knowledge and expertise are described and
valued within participatory approaches to water governance.
By pursuing efforts to democratise science, the point is to draw on multiple sources of
knowledge and expertise so that when brought together, they can generate richer, more
integrated, and place-based assessments and recommendations for catchment management
and water management. This requires a shift in how science is currently produced and used.
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Wehnet al (2018) locate this problem in the tendency for water governance to be dominated
by scientists and experts who value their own kinds of expertise in decision making and can
undervalue or devalue the very knowledge they purport to include. “Consequently, the
participation of stakeholders is often considered superﬂuous, because they do not have the
(technical) knowledge and expertise required for situation appraisal or resolution (Edelenbos,
Van Schie, & Gerrits, 2008).” (Wehnet al., 2018). Knowledge between experts and the public
often becomes siloed to moments within the management process where scientific experts
deem local input helpful and/or able to facilitate compliance with regulation. Thus, scientists
often set the standards and goals of water governance before local communities are involved
and determine where local knowledge would be relevant.
We are mindful that this shift in approach to expertise is challenging given current assaults on
facts and science within public discourse. Focusing on shifting what counts as expertise is not
about undermining science, but democratising science such that it might foster better
outcomes (Forsyth, 2003; Harding, 2000, 2008; McCormick, 2007), and lead to greater trust
in scientific and institutionally led efforts. “Acknowledging public concerns about
environmental science—or enhancing public participation in the framing of inquiry—may
improve both the perceived relevance of science, and public trust in scientific institutions”
(Forsyth, 2004, p. 238).
Setting out the rules, goals, and structures of governance, with the input of multiple forms of
expertise, including contextual expertise, requires rethinking how, when, and why knowledge
is valued and allowed to impact and influence. Achieving this means moving away from bilateral communication, two-sided, expert vs. community or government vs. community water
management. Governance and management should not be ‘led’ by experts, but instead,
incorporate scientific experts as one kind of expertise among many. It is a challenging shift in
emphasis but one that can be pursued without flattening the higher relevance some forms of
knowledge may have to address certain kinds of issues (Forsyth, 2003). Thus, effective
public engagement should seek the co-production of knowledge through multiple forms of
expertise (Landströmet al., 2019; Landströmet al., 2011; Lane et al., 2011). The orientation
towards knowledge and expertise is tied to the trust and authority that efforts at public
engagement have with those it enrols.
Environmental knowledge can be politicised, hindering efforts to conserve, protect, or restore
environments. The politics of environmental knowledge and science shape attitudes and the
adoption and resistance towards management strategies (Forsyth, 2003; Korfmacher, 2001;
McCarthy, 2002; Schall et al., 2018). Importantly, where local expertise and knowledge has
not been integrated in governance and management meaningfully and consistently, low levels
of trust and collaboration have been found; in contrast, meaningful engagement, and
translational communication has been associated with higher levels of trust, adoption of
implementation strategies, and meeting environmental targets (Bosch et al., 2012; Rhoads et
al., 1999). This approach to expertise is prescient in Ireland, which has a history of expertdriven environmental resource management, as discussed in Section 5. This has contributed
to feelings of distrust and resentment of state officials and state scientists, where outside
experts are seen as telling rural dwellers how to manage their resources (Bresnihan 2016; see
also, Tovey, 2009).
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Box 2: The ‘Tragedy of the Commons’ or the Tragedy of Private Greed?
The ‘Tragedy of the Commons’ was a term coined by scientist Garret Hardin in 1968. In his infamous
essay, Hardin describes an imaginary situation in which a group of herdsmen graze their animals on a
common pasture. Because the pasture is open to all, he argues, each herdsman is able to increase the
number of animals he grazes without any restriction. However, the cost of the increase is distributed
among all the other users of the pasture. The pasture is ultimately destroyed by overgrazing:
Therein lies the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his
herd without limit—in a world that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward which all men
rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the
commons (Hardin, 1968, p. 1244).
Despite being based on no empirical evidence, Hardin’s thesis continues to underpin mainstream
accounts of environmental degradation and the responses that arise as a result (Ostrom, 1990). One of
the argument’s main assumptions is that resource users are individualistic, self-interested and focused
on short term gains. Critics from many different disciplines have challenged this assumption,
documenting the many ways that people coordinate equitable access to and use of shared resources
(Acheson, 2003; Bresnihan, 2016; Ostrom, 1990; Ostrom et al., 1994; St. Martin, 2009). A key lesson
that emerges from this research is that individuals may act as the herdsmen in Hardin’s story but only
under certain social, economic and political conditions that encourage, and even force, the over-use of
resources or degradation of ecosystems. In other words, individualistic, self-interested, and short-term
behaviour is not a natural condition but one that is a logical extension of certain political and economic
values and systems.
Arguments challenging the so-called ‘Tragedy of the Commons’ have been central to furthering more
equitable and sustainable forms of environmental governance and resource-management (Mehta, 2013).
They point to the need to consider the social relations and institutions that surround the access, use and
availability of environmental resources. Rather than assuming all individuals to be the same, this
approach helps to distinguish between individuals’ varied values, institutional norms, and practices that
shape relationships to environments (Acheson & McCay, 1990; Forsyth & Johnson, 2014).
One way of categorising different ways of relating to the environment or natural resources is in terms of
public, private and common goods. While the ‘good’ may be water, it is modified by the social
relations that surround it. These different social relations and uses may also come into conflict. For
example, the concerns surrounding a lake that is valued and used by a community differs from the
interests that surround private property, private water sources, and the protection of farmland and
livelihoods, even as these types of waters are connected. This is important in Ireland where
environmental (common) concerns are often in opposition to economic (private) concerns, with the
state being made responsible for adjudicating what is in the public interest (i.e. short-term economic
development for some, or long-term environmental protection for all). In an approach that downplays
difference, the Irish state has tended to present this as a potential ‘win-win’ scenario, when in fact there
are always winners and losers in the allocation and use of resources.

2.3. Why Scale?
Clearly, catchments exist at multiple scales and scale is not an objective construct.
There is no one right scale, but scale is nevertheless all-important.
(Daly, Archbold, & Deakin, 2014, p.6)
Consider the question: what counts as local? Depending on our answer, different
constellations of concerns, stakeholders, institutions, and processes will be considered while
others will not. In the context of the complex, widely distributed social, political, and
economic drivers of changing water quality, the question of what counts as local (or global)
10
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is thus all-important. Scale delimits what is relevant and irrelevant for addressing the problem
at hand. Consider also: what is the role of the local? How different scales are incorporated
both rhetorically and through governance practices matters. In many cases, appeals to the
‘local scale’ can be more cursory than meaningful, and rather than fundamentally shifting our
approaches to water governance (as is often the goal in appeals to rethink the scale of
governance), they reinforce existing power structures.
Water is at once global and local, influenced by global climate changes, international and
national economic policies and trade, and local social relations and practices. While scale is
a commonly used term, frequently used to describe nested hierarchies (European, national,
regional, county, local), geographers think about scale differently. For geographers, scale is
not something that exists a priori but is something that is produced by social and political
practices and ways of thinking (Marston, 2000 2004; Norman et al., 2012; Norman & Cook,
2016; Swyngedouw & Heynen, 2003; Sze et al., 2009). Focusing on the local does not
resolve-long standing concerns about how to govern water resources through the institution
of boundaries (watershed, catchment, river basin, towns, counties, etc.) and the scales at
which to locate oversight, decision making, and accountability (Blomquist & Schlager, 2005;
Cohen, 2011; Cohen, 2012; Wehnet al., 2018; Swyngedouw, 2005; Sze et al., 2009). The
local is as much a scale that is negotiated through governance, as it is a scale that is produced
by those same governance practices.
The scales produced and mobilised to govern water, and their relationships to one another,
are inherently political decisions (Cohen, 2012; Cohen & Bakker, 2014; Cohen & McCarthy,
2015; Reed et al., 2018; Swyngedouw, 2005;) even if it is not intentional. Discussions of topdown and bottom-up governance approaches debate the politics of scale, how knowledge is
valued, and if reconsidering the scale at which water is governed can lead towards more
sustainable environmental management. One example of this is the focus on local governance
and local knowledge in governance structures. While approaches to public engagement may
call for flexibility and place specificity, a local lens to environmental governance can place
all the responsibility for action on specific places, communities and individuals. This can
obscure how pressures and processes that operate at national and international scales
prescribe local decision-making and possibilities for action – such as, economic policies,
funding and regulation.

3. Measures of Public Engagement
Equity, expertise, and scale/context are guiding considerations to incorporate within
approaches to public engagement in water governance in Ireland. Measuring public
engagement thus requires tools that assess how well public engagement accounts for and is
successful in addressing inequity, how well public engagement involves multiple forms of
expertise, how well public engagement works across scale, and how well public engagement
helps facilitate an improvement in water quality and availability now and in the future.
Ways of measuring public engagement are connected to goals that are set by communities, by
the state, and international bodies, but they are also related to the role that public engagement
has within environmental governance strategies more generally. Public engagement is just
one approach and component of many models of environmental governance that have taken
hold in the last 50 years. Efforts in the 1960s and 1970s to manage environmental resources
by state stakeholders were dominated by regulatory approaches that, for example, measured
pollution levels, and fined and/or prosecuted offenders (Vogel, 2012). However, within water
governance, privatization, voluntary, and market-based solutions became more common
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through the 1980s and were coupled with a shift in many places towards de-regulation,
particularly as command and control and centralised approaches were seen as unable to
address diffuse pollution sources (Benson et al., 2015).
By the 1990s, public participation and engagement began to be required by international
principles and national laws, as it was documented how important local, decentralized
approaches to environmental governance were in achieving good outcomes (Benson et al,
2015; Pahl-Wostl, 2019; Singleton, 2000). While public participation had long been
discussed within academic literature, within environmental governance literature there has
been an explosion of concepts seeking to define and integrate publics, governments, and
industries into the structure of environmental governance. Terms like ‘hybrid’, ‘adaptive’,
‘collaborative’, ‘nexus’, among other approaches, each come with a different set of
assumptions about the nature of human decision making and state action (Armitage et al.,
2009; Benson et al, 2015;Diaz-Kope & Miller-Stevens, 2015; Lockwood et al., 2009; PahlWostl, 2019).
We do not take a side in the extensive debates that surround these terms. Instead, we broadly
embrace what they have in common: they acknowledge the importance of communities and
individuals in the decision-making processes surrounding natural resource use and approach
the government as a multi-faceted facilitator of environmental governance. This of course
requires, “considerable capacity of the state and compliance with good governance principles
(accountability, transparency, equity, inclusiveness, responsiveness, effectiveness,
efficiency)” (Pahl-Wostl, 2019, p. 9). While the role of the state in enforcing regulations
varies across these models, it is essential that the state enforce its own regulations in order to
be perceived as fulfilling good governance principles by members of the public (Bresnihan et
al. forthcoming). This is further important, as public participation may more generally be
seen not as a positive element of governance, but as a way that the state can ‘retreat’ from its
obligations in enforcing environmental regulations (Baker and Chapin, 2018). Thus, public
engagement – and the wide diversity of forms and objectives it takes (policy making, direct
management, agenda setting, etc.) – is just one component of many measures that can and
have been implemented to manage natural resources.
Research that measures public engagement utilises a variety of methods. These include
surveys, participatory mapping, walking methodologies, focus groups, ethnographic research,
semi-structured and unstructured interviews, participatory modelling, and measurements of
water quality/quantity outcomes (Bosch et al., 2012; Whitman et al., 2015; Paolisso,
Trombley, Hood, &Sellner, 2015; Ballester& Mott Lacroix, 2016; Adams, Juran, & Ajibade,
2018; Rollason, Bracken, Hardy, & Large, 2018; Schall et al., 2018). There are no one-size
fits all approach to measuring public engagement. The measures have to be adapted to the
specific cases and contexts through which public engagement occurs. We provide a
description of some of the methods highlighted in the literature below (Table 1). These
methods have not been applied or developed sufficiently in the Irish context and can be an
effective means for engaging the public and improving water management. It is important to
reiterate, however, that these methods are effective only in so far as they are designed and
driven by the participants.

Table 1: Methods for Measuring& Generating Public Engagement in Water Governance
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Method

Description/Utility

Surveys

Measures effectiveness of public engagement, perceptions of environmental
impacts, justice of governance goals and decision making, trust in institutions,
agencies, environmental science

Participatory
Mapping

Allows for ground truthing and validating models, drawing on expertise of land
use, not limited to ‘local’ scale or community

Walking
Methodologies

Allows for Ground truthing and validating models, drawing on local expertise of
land use, histories, relationship to place

Focus Groups

Allows for ‘group think’ over the effectiveness of public engagement, perceptions
of environmental impacts, and environmental justice of governance efforts,
facilitates discussion over those perceptions

Ethnographic
Research

Allows for contextualised, in depth accounts of perceptions of environmental
impacts, and environmental justice of governance efforts

Interviews, Semi
Structured,
Unstructured

Allows for assessment of the effectiveness of public engagement, perceptions of
environmental impacts, and environmental justice of governance efforts,
elicitation of different forms of expertise, concerns, and perceptions.

Participatory
Modelling

Allows for stakeholders to be involved in modelling of social, economic, and
ecological stakeholders from the initial development of the model to the final
outputs

Autophotography

Allows stakeholders to take photograph in response to a prompt. These can situate
environmental resource use within existing energy and concerns (see Box 3)

Water quality
sampling

Allows for measuring of key parameters and issues of concern, determined by
community groups, government agencies, or international requirements

The methods outlined above are commonly used to assess how public engagement meets
certain goals and to measure certain elements of institutional arrangements within
environmental governance (see for examples and discussions, Bertule et al., 2017; Dwyer &
Bidwell, 2019; Graversgaard et al., 2018; Head, 2007). However, they are employed with
particular research objectives and questions that fall beyond the scope and the remit of this
desk study.
Qualitative methods are valuable for measuring levels and experiences of public engagement.
For example, semi-structured interviews or focus groups can be used to elicit more in-depth
accounts of individual and community-level relationships to public engagement initiatives.
Through interviews and facilitated discussions, a better understanding of how and why
people feel involved (or not) in particular initiatives is achieved. These findings can provide
more valuable insights than simple quantitative approaches (i.e. numbers attending a
particular meeting).
Often, research methods to assess public participation are seen as distinct from the strategies
used to engage communities (e.g. education and outreach, community meetings, community
events). Yet, participatory methods can in themselves be a means for engaging communities
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and publics within water governance and catchment management (Moran & Rau, 2016).
Participatory methods thus serve two functions: (1) they can elicit better understandings and
knowledge about catchments and water that can be used to inform decision-making; (2) they
can open a space for public and active participation. The measures that we emphasize in this
report are specifically chosen because they do not decouple research from engagement and
participation (see Box 3).
Box 3: Visual methods to foster participation and new information
Bresnihan et al. (forthcoming) have utilised autophotography and photo-elicitation to facilitate
community discussions around water quality in rural areas of Ireland. Autophotography is a method in
the social sciences that asks research participants to respond to themes or questions through their own
vantagepoint, using images taken by a camera. These methods give individuals a different way of
representing their perspective visually, but also can help them form, solidify and share connections and
relationships to places and communities (Alam et al., 2018; Dodman, 2003; Johnsen et al., 2008;
Lombard, 2013). Community members are asked to take photographs with a disposable camera to a
given prompt and then are interviewed about the photographs. This exercise has been successful in
getting individuals and communities to think about their relationship to water differently as the photos
tell stories of wider concerns, stories of place, landscape, and identity that often exceed a concern for
water. This kind of visual method may be useful in generating new connections between natural
resource use and existing forms of care and everyday experience, as well as helping individuals
articulate broader concerns about government policy or changes in the local area. It also offers
individuals a different way to share their expertise, from their own point of view, valuing their
differences and unique perspectives. Moreover, often there is a concern that people do not care about
their water. By utilising visual imagery, it is clear that people care for water in many, often surprising,
ways that are not always reflected or accounted for within existing catchment programmes.

4. Case studies
Three national contexts have been selected as case studies: Australia, the United Kingdom
and the United States. Examples within each country have been chosen to illustrate examples
of equity, expertise, and scale and key issues to negotiate when designing effective public
engagement. Some of these case studies have been widely acclaimed, but as our analysis
shows, in each case study, there are significant challenges to effective public engagement.
Each case study offers lessons for Ireland even as the legal and regulatory contexts, sizes,
hydrology and ecology varies. In each context, there are parallels to Ireland, be it the
influence of agricultural pressures, the legacies of historic forms of environmental
governance, or the supports given to local and catchment-based programmes.
•
•
•

The Murray- Darling Basin deals with issues of equity, strong agricultural interests,
and a large catchment that is the source of much of Australia’s food.
In the UK, the Catchment Based Approach mirrors the participatory approaches being
undertaken in Ireland, but through the comparison of two examples, problems and
opportunities of this approach become clear as relates to expertise.
In the US examples, strong legacies of agricultural land use and pollution are in play;
however, they offer very different ways of incorporating local expertise and history,
which are relevant to the legacies of environmental governance in Ireland.

We are careful to stress that none of the models or approaches described in the case studies
should be read as replicable but rather as a means for identifying lessons and best practices
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that should be carried forward in the design and evaluation of future public engagement in
Ireland.

4.1. Case Study 1: Murray-Darling Basin, Australia
4.1.1. Murray-Darling Basin, Australia
The Murray-Darling Basin (MDB) in
southeast Australia produces much
of the country’s agricultural value
(Dare & Evans, 2017) (Figure 3). Its
geography makes governance
challenging; it transects multiple
state boundaries and entangles
upstream and downstream concerns
across socioeconomic and
biophysical processes (Abel et al.,
2016). Water availability has been a
key focus of water governance in the
MDB as it intersects with
agricultural interests.
In 2012, there was widespread
agreement across government that a
plan was needed to manage the water
carefully and protect the Basin for
Figure 3: MDB (Hart, 2016)
future generations. The Murray–
Darling Basin Plan was developed to
manage the Basin as a whole connected system (Ross & Connell, 2016).
The MDB Plan has been heralded as a model of water management. However, focusing on
inequity within the MDB Plan as a current and intergenerational concern reveals a different
story that shows the perils of decision-making at higher level scales that lacks attention to
equity, transparency and the importance of overcoming institutionalised power when it
relates to fundamental debates over private interests and the public good. Over the last
several months, these issues have erupted into civil unrest and farmer protests in the region
(Figures 4 and 5). There have been calls for a pause in the 2012 Plan regarding the equity of
decision making in water allocations and management. Inequity is a helpful concept to
understand what has been unfolding within the MDB, as it helps to highlight the importance
of understanding the power relations that shape whose voices and standpoints are heard and
considered within decision-making, and the consequences of not sufficiently attending to
equity in governance.
In the early 1990s, Australia implemented an innovative and decentralised approach to water
management that negotiated the complex administrative boundaries it encompasses (Ross &
Connell, 2016). The 1990s saw the implementation of water markets to manage low water
supply and a turn to catchment management and sustainable development overseen by an
interstate commission. At this time water rights were separated from land rights and water
became a tradable commodity under the rationale that farmers would be incentivised to use
water more efficiently(Wheeler, Zuo, &Bjornlund, 2014). Farmers are allocated a certain
amount of water from the river system that they can opt to use or sell. The government can
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buy back water entitlements from farmers, known as buybacks, which reduced the amount of
water taken from the river system. The water is traded on markets that have become an
important part of many farming businesses. Water markets have long raised questions
regarding their equity and fairness but have persisted (Syme et al., 1999). Water markets
continued even when governance structure was significantly reformed in the mid-2000s to
respond to the over-allocation of water for irrigation, an issue exacerbated by the Millennium
Drought (1996-2010) (Hart, 2016; Ross & Connell, 2016). In the mid-2000s, the MDB
entered a new more centralised phase of water governance in an effort to stabilise water

Figure 4: Farmer Protests (Jones, 2019)

Figure 5: Farmer Protests (Jones, 2019)

supplies. Oversight of water resources was transferred to the federal government and codified
under one management plan (established in 2012). While the regional states still retained
some regulatory powers this shift in approach has had lasting impacts on the trust and
legitimacy of decision-making in the MDB.
The rapid changes towards centralisation diminished trust in what was already a contentious
policy space (Alston et al., 2016). From the onset, public participation was not sufficient and
failed to address the pre-existing relationships the government had with rural communities,
on the one hand, and powerful, private farming interests on the other. In the end, many large
irrigators and members of the agri-food industry helped finalise the decisions taken under the
Murray Darling Plan implemented in 2012 (Hart, 2016). Since then, water buy-back
arrangements have favoured large, multinational agri-food industry players and irrigators.
The government paid attention to the needs of large-scale irrigators because of their ability to
help generate growth.
The reinforcing of powerful interests is further compounded by spatial effects. Upstream
extractions impact downstream farmers and communities, leaving downstream communities
with little or no water despite their reliance on it.
The Murray–Darling Basin Plan has increased the flow of money and water to big
agribusinesses and has increased the vulnerability of everyone else in the Basin–
Aboriginal people, floodplain graziers, downstream communities and small irrigators.
(The Australia Institute, 2019).
The spatial distribution of burdens is particularly significant because of how policies impact
groups differently, a point that has not been understood or foregrounded by the government.
“There has been little attempt to ‘place-shape’ the areas affected by water reform, and by
focusing largely on irrigators (or sectoral interests) and transferring public money for private
beneﬁt the Commonwealth appears to be overlooking the needs of the communities” (Alston
et al., 2016, p. 61).
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Small scale farmers and communities downstream in particular have been vocal about the
uneven burden of responsibility they are made to carry under the plan. “In broad terms, the
protest is about wholesale deregulation across agribusiness over decades, at the time largely
supported by farmer advocate groups, but has now translated into market distortions which
have been detrimental to industries like dairy”(Chan, 2019).
4.1.2. Significance for Ireland
In the Murray Darling Basin, issues of private economic interests, transparency and
legitimacy have long shaped the perceptions of, and anger around resource allocations.
Examining the MDB it becomes clear that the management strategies being put in place
undermine the trust and legitimacy of the institutions charged with governing because of the
ways that difference is ignored, and voices remained silenced.
There are many differences between the issues at play in Murray-Darling Basin and those in
Ireland such as its experience of the persistent and devastating drought conditions, the
implantation and refining of water markets, and the federal-state relationship. The MurrayDarling Basin does, however, have lessons for the Irish context, where agricultural concerns
are often a dominant, if not the dominant, underlying issue in water governance debates.
Frustration and lack of trust amongst communities and the public can follow when the
differences between private, public and common goods and interests are obscured or
conflated (Bresnihan et al., forthcoming) (see Box 3 and Section 5 for more discussion of
these issues).
Moreover, the Murray-Darling Basin also reveals what is at stake when groups are
homogenized on an abstract level when there are very different interests within groups. While
water allocation debates often pit the environment against agriculture, environmental and
agricultural interests are not homogenous or cohesive. Location, the size of operators, and
their activities (graziers, cotton, rice, grapes, citrus, etc.) vary significantly and impact
stakeholders’ interests and how they are affected under the current plan.
Again, this is important to the Irish context where ‘farmers’ and ‘agriculture’ are often
discussed homogenously, without acknowledgement of their different roles in producing
water quality issues and their different interests and expectations surrounding how to manage
water. This is reflected in the ways that data on land use and agricultural practice is currently
collected and organised at a national level (waterschemes.ie, 2019). As will be discussed in
Section 5 and Section 6, Ireland should make space for multiple viewpoints and interests to
be heard and considered in ways that help foster, rather than undermine, the legitimacy of the
state as a stakeholder. This will likely mean not only naming these vested interests, namely
agriculture, but also naming how there are uneven interests within the agricultural system
such that farmers cannot and should not be treated uniformly.

4.2. Case Study 2: Greening the Twizell Partnership and the Lune River Trust, United
Kingdom
Under the WFD, the UK includes 11 River Basin Districts in England and Wales (DEPRA,
2019), which are overseen by supra-catchment organisational structures. These structures
coordinate individual catchment projects and catchment partnerships (Rollason et al., 2018).
To meet the WFD’s requirements for public engagement, the UK has implemented the
Catchment Based Approach (CaBA) (Figure 6), “an inclusive, civil society-led initiative that
works in partnership with Government, Local Authorities, Water Companies, business and
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more, to maximise the natural value of our environment” (CaBA, 2019a), and is based on
ICM (Rollason et al., 2018).
Early research on the piloting phases of the UK’s use of local-scale catchment management
strategies through non-governmental organisations found the approach lacked full realisation
because prevailing forms of environmental decision making had not fundamentally changed
(Watson, 2015). Here we focus on two case studies that attend to a key issue within studies of
public participation and engagement, namely that it is often ‘shallow’ (Whitman et al.,
2015).These two research projects highlight the difficulty and complexity of meaningfully
engaging diverse experiences and forms of expertise within these governance structures.
What becomes clear is that restructuring established paradigms and structures of authority
takes concerted efforts, an openness to experimentation among parties, and, above all, the
time to develop trust between participants (Rollason et al., 2018; Whitman et al., 2015).
4.2.1. The Lune Rivers Trust, Northwest England
The Lune River Catchment, located
in northwest England, was the site
of a collaborative project that
implemented Participatory Action
Research (PAR) between
researchers and the Lune River
Trust on slurry risk to the
catchment’s waterways. The
project’s broad goal was to rethink
the role of local expertise in
catchment management by
fundamentally reweighting and
reconceiving the authority given to
contributions from community
members and scientists. The
purpose here was to both challenge
Figure 6: CaBA Workflow (CaBA, 2019b)
conventional models of research
and science around catchments in ways that made research more democratic, as well as
generating better, evidence-based findings that could inform novel interventions to tackle the
problem. The group was successful in developing an assessment tool to guide decision
making around slurry risk in their area, using knowledge produced collectively by the PAR
researchers and the Lune River Trust.
Using PAR, researchers worked with the Lune River Trust to identify and develop
management strategies by drawing on the collective knowledge, experience and interests of
the researchers and Lune River Trust members. PAR utilises an iterative and collaborative
process whereby typical experts (researchers, agency representatives) do not “liberate local
knowledge” or extract it from local residents, but instead work collaboratively to create new
shared knowledge (Whitman, Pain, and Milledge 2015). It does not prescribe methods, but
rather utilises and adapts methods to the concerns, questions, and objectives to the context.
The group decided to work on issues of slurry pollution, coupling existing land-use
classification and models with on-the-ground analysis of land uses to create a Farm
Vulnerability Tool. The Lune River Trust now uses this tool for “any practical work to
reduce farm vulnerability to slurry reaching watercourses” (Whitman et al.,
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2015).Developing the tool took multiple workshops and meetings in which both the
researchers and the members openly shared ideas, asked questions, and returned with answers
to collaboratively and contextually build new knowledge based on their existing expertise.
Participatory mapping, discussion meetings, interviews and risk modelling drew on expertise
of multiple forms – local history, chemistry, and ecology – but was importantly expertise that
was rooted in place.
They understood to a much greater extent than the academic members of the group
what would ‘work’ in their catchment. This knowledge of the catchment, developed
through a long association with it, meant they were well placed to filter out topics that
were either too political or too large for this project. (Whitman et al., 2015).
Because PAR begins from a point of openness, the questions to be answered were not known
in advance. This orientation towards doing research can prove challenging to social and
natural scientists. PAR draws on social and emotional as well as technical skills. It requires
letting go of control of knowledge production and placing trust in the process and in other
participants. (Whitman et al., 2015). PAR requires time, relationship building, and trust –
qualities that are not always supported by the time constraints and demands of funding cycles
as we discuss in section 5.PAR represents an effective approach to meaningfully engaging
local expertise that is not ‘additive’ but rather foundational to the projects that unfold. This
has benefits for both governance and science. As it was funded by a UK Grant, it represents
an example in which research – and the funding sources that support research - can be
leveraged to meet governance goals through active public engagement.
4.2.2. Greening the Twizell Partnership, Northeast England
Several research studies have examined the implementation of projects led by rivers trusts
and catchment partnerships supported by the CaBA. Here we focus on the Twizell-Burn
Catchment, located in the northeast of the UK and the work undertaken by Rollason et al.
(2018). Rollason et al.’s research illustrates the problems that can arise when governance
reproduces the very problems it seeks to redress. Their example of the Twizell-Burn
Catchment shows how, even where efforts are made to avoid top-down management, topdown structures still mediate governance and management of water resources with negative
effects.
Rollason and colleagues examined how ICM was being practiced in the Greening the Twizell
Partnership (GtTP) utilising walking interviews, surveys, ethnographic research and
participatory mapping. The GtTP was a project managed by the Wear Catchment Partnership,
an organisation supported under the CaBA and operating in an area shaped by a history of
mining and issues of sewage and agricultural pollution. The GtTP undertook several
initiatives within the catchment, including works focused principally on water quality and
biodiversity in the lower parts of Twizell Burn, and general rehabilitation of the urban area
including housing regeneration, the retrofitting of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS), and
the installation of a heritage trail to illustrate the area's World War 1heritage.
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Figure 7:Twizell Burn (Rollason et al., 2018)

According to Rollason et al. (2018), only one of the initiatives undertaken by the GtTP
allowed for meaningful participation across the entire planning and implementation process.
This was the project for the Heritage Trail where energy to develop the project originated in
bottom-up concerns and community participation. It took time and relied on a host of
informal trusting relationships. Local expertise was drawn upon and utilised consistently, in
contrast to the other initiatives.
Apart from the Heritage Trail project, all other projects undertaken by the GtTP were
dominated by top-level policy drivers and funding mechanisms. Rollason et al. find that this
is due to the “embedded nature of traditionally grounded policies and practices which shape
emergent catchment organisations such as the GtTP” (Rollason et al., 2018, our emphasis).
Many of the activities remained expert-led, despite appeals to “community engagement”. In
examining the initiatives prompted by the GtTP, Rollason et al. (2018) map the forms of
public engagement that occurred in each of the initiatives. This exercise documents how,
despite devolving some control to the catchment partnerships, the partnership ultimately
reproduced the scalar relationships CaBA sought to undermine. The differences among the
initiatives undertaken by the GtTP were not just shaped by approaches to local knowledge
but its institutional context and pressures, particularly with respect to funding and compliance
with the WFD. GtTP shows how expertise scaled to the ‘local’, ‘community’, and
‘catchment’ can continue to reproduce top-down management. Paradoxically the governance
drivers that push for public engagement can also set the conditions to undermine it.
4.2.3. Significance for Ireland
Attending to expertise requires fundamental shifts in how knowledge is thought about. In the
UK, issues of expertise, equity and scale are inseparable. The examples chosen in the UK
were selected because they offer positive and negative examples of locally focused projects
operating within a catchment-focused governance structure, mirroring in many ways the
approaches being pursued by Local Authority Waters Programme (LAWPRO), discussed in
Section 5.
In the case of the Twizell Burn Catchment, issues of expertise and scale intertwine. Despite
the emphasis on local catchments, the infrastructures and requirements set by supra20
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catchment level organisation circumscribe many locally-led initiatives. The example of the
Lune River Trust shows how multiple forms of expertise can be meaningfully integrated into
scientific research in ways that also produce meaningful public engagement. Here,
individuals were not viewed with a deficit approach but were valued for the knowledge and
expertise they provide. In this example, research is shown to help generate transformative
ways of approaching public engagement. It also offers a different way of funding public
engagement, through research, but draws upon existing forms of expertise in new ways.
The examples from the UK are particularly important to the Irish context because of the
similarities they share with the Irish context. Namely, both are pursuing an ICM approach,
and both have instituted governance structures that seek to foster multi-scalar interactions
that move away from exclusively ‘top-down’ or ‘bottom-up’ approaches. The findings from
the case of the Twizell-Burn Catchment offer a sobering cautionary message: structures that
seek to move away from top-down dictation of local initiatives, can perversely still reinforce
those structures. As we discuss later in Section 5, this is important in Ireland with respect to
its emphasis on funding within participatory and engagement models. Moreover, the Lune
River Trust provides an example of research-engagement partnerships that can be pursued to
change how expertise and knowledge are drawn upon, built, and acted up. These efforts seek
to recast the roles of community members and scientific experts while diminishing the
hierarchies of knowledge that exist between them to develop shared understandings and
actions around catchments. This endeavour, as we describe in the final section, describes a
form of research-engagement that we think can be positively pursued in Ireland, and which
can better integrate the work of scientists and communities.

4.3. Case Study 3: The New York City Watershed Protection Program and the
Chesapeake Bay Watershed Program, United States
The New York City Watershed Protection Program and the Chesapeake Bay Watershed
Programs provide two additional perspectives on watershed (catchment) management. These
underscore the importance of multi-scalar governance strategies and of context-specific
knowledge and histories in facilitating public engagement. Both New York City and the
Chesapeake Bay Watershed Programs negotiate agricultural pressures to water quality that
impact the quality of water supplying large urban centres. In both cases, eutrophication is a
key issue addressed through agricultural land management and are situated within multiscalar systems of laws, regulations, and agencies. The two examples, however, represent
different approaches to managing these relationships and incorporating local context and
local expertise in water governance and management.
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4.3.1. The New York City Watershed Protection Program
New York City’s water supply
comes from the Catskills, Delaware,
and Croton catchments in upstate
New York in the north-eastern
United States, comprising 5,100 km2
(Figure 8). Rural agricultural sources
of pollution in these areas challenge
efforts to protect the water supply for
the largest city in the United States.
This became significant in the late
1990s under Safe Drinking Water
Act regulations. Regulations
required infrastructural upgrades to
water infrastructure to address
microbial and chemical pollutants
unless such pollutants were
controlled effectively upstream
within the watershed. In 1997, a
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
was signed to facilitate preservation
and restoration efforts across
municipal boundaries, with New
York City contributing significant
Figure 8: NYC Watershed (DEC, 2019)
resources (but likely lower than the
cost of treatment facilities) to
implement pollution management strategies(Catskills Mountain Keeper, 2012; Catskills
Watershed Corporation, 2019). Importantly, the execution of this project allowed for not only
effective, cross-scalar collaboration, but it also took into account NYC’s history of water
management with respect to the surrounding rural communities and adapted its practices to
those circumstances.
The relationship between the city and rural agricultural communities had been shaped by
histories of top-down governance that were understood to impact the ability of government
agencies to help shape best management practices on farms. This speaks to the large point
within this report regarding the significance of context. In particular, legacies from eminent
domain (compulsory purchase) that took over private lands to create a reservoir for NYC’s
water supply in the 1950s and 1960s shaped perceptions of authoritative bodies and
hadreinforced urban-rural tensions. Recognizing this history, under the MOA, strategies were
put in place to facilitate the development of community groups and involve them in
meaningful and direct participation in decision making and management strategies. Best
management practices were fully funded, which was particularly important in this context
where New York City was perceived to be benefiting most from the watershed management
project.
Moreover, the approach was collaborative, and local expertise was used to help facilitate the
creation and implementation of management practices. “The approach to developing and
implementing policy in the NYC watershed emphasised broad, local government
engagement, utilising both local citizen and expert knowledge to inform policy creation and
implementation” (Sterner et al., 2015, p. 12). While in other cases of watershed management,
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‘higher-level’ authorities may implement regulations and also facilitate multi-level
stakeholder engagement (see next section), here the state operates as a ‘broker’ of
relationships across local and federal regulations and agencies, rather than as a top-down
authoritative enforcer of regulations(Sterner et al., 2015).

4.3.2. Chesapeake Bay Watershed Program
The Chesapeake Bay Watershed in the
north-eastern United States spans 64,000
mi2 (102,998.02 km2) and 17 million
people (Diaz-Kope & Miller-Stevens,
2015) (Figures9 and10). It is a crossjurisdictional watershed that mediates
upstream and downstream concerns and
involves multiple stakeholder interests.
The Chesapeake Bay Program is an effort
across 6 states, governed principally by
national legislation and the financial and
scientific resources that affords
(Hassenforderet al., 2019). A key issue and
a focus of management and restorative
Figure 9: Program Logo (Chesapeake Bay Program, 2019)
activities is eutrophication caused by
agriculture. However, technocratic solutions to agricultural sources of pollution dominate and
seek to diffuse contention. This approach has conversely helped to reproduce a problem
exacerbated by limited roles for public engagement. The Bay Program offers several lessons
around public engagement, particularly as it is an agency and expert-driven approach to water
governance.
The Chesapeake Bay Program – a
collaboration involving state and federal
agencies, community stakeholders,
NGOs and academics – was first
formalised in the Chesapeake Bay
Agreement of 1983. In the subsequent
thirty-five years, it has undergone
significant changes to account for
emerging environmental concerns and
lack of progress on key water quality
issues. In 1987, goals were introduced to
reduce nitrogen and phosphorus in the
water supplies. Changes to the program
in 1992 incorporated attention to
upstream concerns and the chemical
contaminants in the water (Chesapeake
Bay Program, 2019). Chesapeake 2000
expanded on these concerns, including
102 specific aims to guide protective and
restorative action. However, the program
has had a ‘mixed’ history of success
Figure 10: Chesapeake Bay Watershed (Chesapeake Bay
Program, 2019)
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(Chesapeake Bay Program, 2019) and has been shaped significantly by federal involvement
in setting standards and requirements.
The Chesapeake Bay Program utilises a multi-stakeholder model, where stakeholders gather
within teams and committees to achieve the goals under the program’s visions and principles
and generally favours consensus building among stakeholders in decision making. The Bay
Program encourages broad participation within an “adaptive management” approach to
respond to changing conditions and the availability of better information (Chesapeake Bay
Program, 2015).
Public participation, however, has suffered from how such participation has been
implemented and incorporated into the governance structure. The public is involved in key
components of this framework, but their role in facilitating the ‘adaptive’ component of this
management strategy is limited by the emphasis on scientific and technocratic decision
making that has evolved within the programme, particularly with respect to the Chesapeake
Bay Model. Scientific modelling of the watershed, used to help facilitate decision making,
aims to provide technical answers to what have been highly political and contested questions
around land use and best management practices. The lack of public engagement in both the
development of the model and its use has ultimately, and paradoxically, politicised the
model.
The exclusion of the public from the model has a long history. Early models in the late 1990s
and early 2000s were made available to the public, but public input did not inform the model
even as it evolved to guide land-use decision making at finer resolutions (Korfmacher, 2001).
Moreover, the model shared with the public was too complex and really only fit the needs
and concerns of academics, scientists, and state managers (Korfmacher, 2001).
Regulatory developments in 2009 and 2010 marked a new focus for the Chesapeake Bay
Program. Activities, now dominated by a concern for Total Maximum Daly Loads (TMDLs)
and Watershed Implementation Plans, are informed by the Chesapeake Bay Model that helps
determine actions and best management practices (Paolissoet al., 2015). As had been the case
previously, however, the model has been the domain of experts despite being used to
implement policies that will be very costly and may have significant impacts on the Bay and
those who live around and depend upon it (Paolissoet al., 2015).
That the model is the domain of experts, fails to incorporate local knowledge and has
potentially significant implications for those it impacts, has shaped public perceptions of the
model and its authoritativeness. “As a result, some affected groups have called into question
the model’s effectiveness at predicting outcomes and representing the quality of the actual
Bay as well as the policies and practices that are recommended based on its output”
(Paolissoet al., 2015, p. S98). Paolissoet al. conclude that “[t]he CBMS is an excellent case
of modelling “going public” but doing so without full consideration of its combined societal
and environmental effects” (p. S98).
While the model seeks to “provide answers to resource management questions posed by
managers and stakeholders and, ultimately, for the setting of regulatory TMDLs on nutrient
and sediment runoff” its scientific approach does not diffuse political considerations through
its focus on scientific and technical solutions. Instead, it reinforces polemics amongst
stakeholders and reinforces a system driven by experts, scientists, and agencies (Hassenforder
et al. 2019). This is important as in many contexts efforts to deal with budgetary realities are
expanding passive sensors and technology; this may reproduce an emphasis on ‘scientific
knowledge’ and miss how knowledge often considered to be neutral is not perceived as such
by those it impacts.
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4.3.3. Significance for Ireland
The New York City and Chesapeake Bay Watersheds offer contrasting examples regarding
how contextualised local knowledge and expertise is situated within management efforts.
New York City’s Watershed provided an example where historic legacies of land-use and
seizure were taken into account in how plans were developed and implemented. The
importance of context and understanding how legacies of resource management shape social
relations in the present were central. By contrast, the ahistorical and devalued role of local
knowledge within the expert-driven, top- down approaches in the Chesapeake Bay watershed
pose challenges to the legitimacy of modelling efforts on which management decisions are
made. Local knowledge and expertise are treated additively and has come at the expense of
people’s perceptions of the fairness and legitimacy of the decision-making process.
These examples from the US offer valuable lessons to the Irish context regarding the role of
projects sensitive to the local context in which they take place. As Section 5 discusses, water
governance in Ireland is shaped by longer histories and relationships between the state,
communities, and natural resource use. The frequent use of expert-driven approaches, even
where communities may have some role, have bearing on the ways current state-led efforts
are pursued. Histories of lack of trust and transparency, which may be rooted in suspicion
surrounding government agencies should not be ignored particularly as these relationships
can influence if and how individuals participate. Issues regarding lack of trust has been
reflected in moments of reluctance and in disillusion and is connected to issues of trust in
government, scientific, and other institutions in other sectors and contexts (Devine-Wright,
2011, Dwyer& Bidwell, 2019; Lange et al. 2018; O’Riodonet al., 2015; Walker et al., 2010).

5. Assessment of Ireland’s Public Engagement
Without the involvement, cooperation and co-ownership of water management by
local people and communities, and the opportunity to learn from these communities,
the objectives will not be achieved. This area is perhaps our greatest future challenge.
(Daly, Archbold, & Deakin, 2016, p. 165).
Current efforts to engage the public in ICM in Ireland are more-forward thinking than those
of the past. Communities and individuals have some place within the governance structure
and are given opportunities to have their voices heard within ICM. However, it is not enough
to simply add communities into the mix (Boyden, 2014). Existing approaches to public
engagement do not offer opportunities to consistently and meaningfully inform decisionmaking processes. It is not enough for scientists and government officials to decide what
needs to be done and then enrol communities in doing that work. How the ‘public’ are
incorporated, and when, matters to not only the success of engagement efforts by the state but
also the legitimacy and trust that communities afford government agencies pursuing their
active public participation.
Communities and individuals engaged in current ICM practices are not divorced from their
experiences of environmental governance in Ireland in the past. With ICM in Ireland, the
story often begins with the failures of the 1st River Basin Management Plan and the failures
to include the public in decision-making processes. However, the legacies of previous
governance efforts matter. We suggest that it is essential to take a broader view of the
assumptions and approaches to environmental governance in Ireland, particularly those that
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underpin relationships between community-expert knowledge. In Ireland, two dimensions are
particularly important: the reliance on expert-driven approaches and an instrumentalist
approach to engaging communities that devalues their contributions and experiences.
Environmental policy-making and environmental governance are often dominated by
technocratic, “techno-optimistic” (Moran & Rau, 2016), and expert-led (Tovey, 2009)
approaches, where scientists are tasked with developing the research for policy as well as
implementing that policy. Understandably many value their ways of developing and acting
upon knowledge. However, expert-driven resource management imposes an implicit, if not
explicit, hierarchy of knowledge. State agencies and scientists come into communities, carry
out research, and then inform communities about what is wrong with current practices and
what should be done to improve their management of resources and environments. This
approach, however, can be interpreted as paternalistic and patronising, suggesting that
communities are lacking some fundamental knowledge, are necessarily doing something
‘wrong’, or that they are acting in a vacuum, removed from socio-economic and political
forces that originate far beyond local contexts. This is problematic in rural places that have
already felt simultaneously blamed and abandoned by the state and can reproduce an urbanrural, expert-community antagonism that is exclusionary and makes environmentalism and
environmental stewardship the domain of only a few. It creates “…a picture of
environmentalism as a struggle by enlightened core elites against ‘backwardness’ and
‘ignorance’ about environmental issues among rural populations” (Tovey, 2009, p. 109).
Education and citizen science are often elevated as important forms of public engagement.
When such efforts are pursued, however, it is essential that these do not begin by assuming a
knowledge deficit or the need to ‘teach’ communities because they lack some fundamental
information. Social learning approaches should focus on enabling integrative and
translational knowledge exchange and production (Armitage et al., 2009; Wehnet al., 2018).
How such efforts are implemented is an important consideration for the activities currently
planned and being undertaken by institutions in Ireland. These efforts could utilise more
participatory practices, as we discuss in Section 6, to avoid imparting and extracting
knowledge and approaching communities inadvertently through a deficit-model.

Figure 11: Water Governance Structures (RBMP, 2018-2021)
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These longer trajectories and approaches to environmental governance in Ireland form the
context in which communities are now experiencing the efforts being undertaken by the
Local Authorities and Waters Programme (LAWPRO), the EPA, and the Water Forum,
among other agencies. While we focus on ICM and the work of LAWPRO most specifically,
it is important to note that within Ireland a new governance structure has been established –
one that seeks to foster dialogue across different scales of governance and not subsume
‘local’ governance with higher levels of authority and top-down management. The difficultly
in instituting these policies is highlighted in Section 4.3, the case studies from the UK. While
the management of catchments through LAWPRO is a dominant component of water
governance, it is intrinsically related to the work of other government entities around urbanwaste water treatment, domestic waste water, agricultural policy and enforcement of
agricultural regulations, water abstraction, drinking water, among many other water-use
issues. The relationship and complexity of these issues are laid out in the 2nd River Basin
Management Plan. However, we focus on these local and regional efforts as illustrative of
why it is so important to pursue the three themes as laid out in this report when designing and
implementing effective public engagement.

5.1 Integrated Catchment Management in Ireland
As has been discussed in Section 2.2, to pursue effective environmental governance and
management, it is important to recast expertise. Importantly this means dismantling
hierarchies that value one kind of knowledge as more ‘expert’ than another so as to pursue
more equitable and effective forms of decision making and action. This is much more than
adding communities into the process. Integrated Catchment Management in Ireland, as it has
been implemented through the 2ndRiver Basin Management Plan, has focused significant
attention on the local level through, particularly, LAWPRO. LAWPRO has sought to
thoughtfully engage communities in the activities going on around their waters and
‘catchment’ by supporting community groups, facilitating citizen science activities, and
helping to spread catchment-awareness to local communities. These efforts have already had
tangible benefits for the groups and individuals who have become involved.
However, drawing on forthcoming research (Bresnihan et al.), as well as a review of EPA
reports, and catchment newsletters, we highlight issues that could limit the potential of these
efforts particularly the way in which the institutional structure of water governance continues
to reify scale. ICM requires integrated governance requiring engagement both from the ‘top
down’ and ‘bottom up’
Thus, it requires more engagement from ‘the bottom’ and the work of LAWPRO directly
seeks to foster that scale of participation. LAWPRO is very new, and from our own research
interviewing LAWPRO officers, attending community and operational meetings, reviewing
Catchment Newsletters, and interviewing and working with several communities concerned
about their water, it appears that the work of LAWPRO follows many of the core elements
elaborated by the three models discussed in the next section. However, it was not within the
scope of this study to assess LAWPROs work.
Within the scope of the River Basin Management Plan for Ireland 2018 – 2021, scientists and
community water officers are engaging with communities, albeit in different ways.
Community Water Officers are engaging, encouraging, and facilitating community groups to
develop and to apply for and secure funding, and some groups are considering models more
akin to the Rivers Trust in the UK (Bresnihan et al. forthcoming). Community Water Officers
help facilitate education and have been involved in citizen science activities and research
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with schools and have offered their own expertise and guidance in helping communities
achieve new goals in their own management of important water bodies. These efforts mirror
much of what is discussed in the 2nd River Basin Management Plan and the role of such
officers.
Catchment Scientists, by contrast, have less direct or sustained community involvement, at
least at this stage in their work. Catchment Scientists were involved in undertaking deskstudies across the areas for action before doing on the ground rapid assessments of critical
areas deemed in need of more direct attention. Catchment Scientists teams have been training
and working together with Community Water Officers have been leading meetings to
introduce communities to their activities and larger projects. These efforts have also been
coupled with a new advisory group led by TEAGASC, the Agricultural Sustainability
Support and Advisory Programme (ASSAP), which have been holding meetings directly with
farmers and will provide assistance to farmers following the assessments and
recommendations of Catchment Scientists.
To examine how these activities pertain directly to the three core themes of this report,
equity, expertise, and scale/context, we examine three models of water governance and
management in Ireland that have been proposed in the last decade. While we accept that
models are by definition abstract and approximate representations of real-world interactions,
we also recognise their power to inform policy-makers and shape approaches to
environmental governance. By examining three different models, we are also able to identify
patterns that underlie approaches to ICM in Ireland. These models were developed through
in-depth experiences of the Irish context and have had a meaningful impact on current
approaches to public engagement within integrated catchment management. EPA’s ICM
model, Rolston et al.’s model, and Ballinger et al.’s model each offer positive steps towards
effective public engagement by acknowledging the role of stakeholders and communities,
and in their efforts to upend top-down prescriptive governance strategies. However, they also
share inter-related impediments to effective public engagement. We discuss these interrelated
issues before turning to the specific models.
First, in public engagement, some public is being engaged by some stakeholder; however, the
stakeholder(s) are often implicit and largely unstated. Models imply that the primary
stakeholder is a government agency or organisation that it is engaging with, and in some
cases helping to create communities around catchments. Working from a perspective that
seeks to advance more equitable approaches to catchment management requires that clarity
on who is engaging whom and how should not be left implicit.
Second, and relatedly, the three models treat public engagement instrumentally.
Communities, publics, and stakeholders provide feedback at targeted points in the
management process, providing very particular kinds of information to scientists. This means
that catchment management continues to rely on expert-driven practices. On the other hand,
some ‘publics’ are engaged through a deficit model, meaning that engagement begins from
an assumption of a deficit, where communities are engaged so as to teach them. This does not
begin from a point of translational and democratic science, where attachments to and
knowledge of water may be more dynamic than allowed for. It may be that members of a
community lack information and awareness about certain issues and aspects relating to water.
However, it is also the case that scientists and other professionals have much to learn from
the communities they engage with. The challenge lies in developing the means to translate
between these different forms of knowledge from the beginning. If this is not addressed, it
can reinforce feelings of mistrust and/or disempowerment, where individuals do not feel as
though they are able to make a difference to and challenge existing power structures, and/or
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to connect their experiences with the failure of the state to fulfil its own commitments (e.g.,
by not listening to their concerns adequately, or by not enforcing regulations) (Bresnihan et
al., forthcoming).
Third, there is a strong emphasis placed on funding, or a lack thereof. A focus on funding
reflects real institutional constraints. It also channels participation to particular models of
organization, forms of knowledge, and goals that align with the requirements of particular
funding bodies and programmes. These models underpin incentive based and communitybased approaches. They may also reinforce suppositions that the government and/or experts
are only engaging communities to do their bidding in the absence of strong state interference,
in terms of enforcement or direct funding. Most significantly, however, it helps perpetuate
cycles of funding and data that are self-reinforcing, recasts the content of community
concerns, and can further facilitate forms of precarity that are always tied to the next funding
source. Successful funding bids often require information and analysis that is used to justify
applications, but it can also change the nature of the group’s concerns to those that are more
bureaucratic, professionalized, and technocratic (Bresnihan et al. forthcoming). This is a way
that community engagement can be shaped by top-down pressures, shifting it from being a
bottom-up initiative to one that is determined by the requirements of funders and grant
applications (most often directed towards European funding bodies and programmes).
Further, although not all funding requires this, many large funding sources are tied to doing
things that are ‘innovative’ or new, meaning that pilots are regularly being pursued to test
new methods or strategies. But even where successful, these pilots may not be replicated
because future funding similarly requires ‘innovation’. Our point here is not to say that
funding is all bad but rather to suggest that public engagement should be not be overly
determined by it and the restrictions it carries. In what follows we examine three influential
models for public engagement within integrated catchment management in Ireland.
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5.2. EPA and ICM
The EPA has led many of the
significant changes to water
governance in Ireland and the
implementation of the WFD
requirements. The EPA’s vision for
and contributions to the knowledge
used within the ICM approach in
Ireland have been significant (Figure
11). Many of these ideas stem from
a model introduced and refined by
Daly (Daly et al., 2016).
Importantly, the EPA’s model
includes steps to develop a vision of
ICM and acknowledges that
stakeholders need to be identified
from the beginning (step 1).This
model offers a form of catchment
management that appreciates the
importance of contextualised,
placed-based research, and the role
of iterative analysis to achieve more
sustainable water management.
However, the EPA’s ICM model
relies on an expert-driven approach
that engages other forms of
knowledge instrumentally and late in
the process. All of the research, the
characterisation and evaluation of
catchments and the pressures they
Figure 12: ICM Process (EPA, 2019)
face, is undertaken without the involvement of
stakeholders and communities. It is not until Step 5
(Identify and Evaluate Possible Management Strategies) that stakeholder input is solicited.
Step 6 (Design and Implementation Programme) includes the task of ‘develop an engagement
strategy’, which is implemented in Stage 7, wherein “engagement, including awareness
raising, consultation, and collaboration” occurs.
A truly collaborative approach to ICM would include stakeholders from the earliest possible
stage. We argue that local expertise be engaged not at some later point in the ICM process,
but from the very beginning and that is should be allowed meaningful impact in decisionmaking and actions undertaken.
5.3. Rolston et al. (2016)
The ideas introduced in Rolston et al.’s 2016 EPA report, “Towards Integrated Catchment
Management”, provide a targeted analysis of the public engagement components of ICM and
offer suggestions that directly underscore the importance of integrated scientific and social
science. Here we focus on the gap analysis that identifies areas “which would need to be
filled to achieve the ideal future state for water management and community engagement”
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(2016, p. 6). Each point raised by the gap analysis emphasise locally scaled, community
interventions (Figure 13).

Figure 13: Gap Analysis (Rolston et al., 2016)

There are similarities to the CaBA approach particularly with respect to the governance
structure. Gap 1 seeks a consistent model for the whole of Ireland but works through a “local
delivery model”. Developing local capacity occurs by addressing Gaps 2, 6, and 7. However,
as was discussed with respect to the CaBA approach pursued in the UK, efforts to move away
from top-down approaches can ultimately serve to reinforce them. Additionally, while on the
one hand, these are positive suggestions that value local knowledge, the extent of this
incorporation is limited and led by government stakeholders. This model places the most
emphasis on helping to produce and facilitate new local initiatives. Gap 6 suggests a topdown strategy in which the government creates or facilitates groups or opportunities for the
community to become involved. Gap 7 suggests a state agency coming in to solve the issue of
water management. Implicitly, local places are being given these opportunities by
government stakeholders.
It is important to differentiate between ‘local’ and ‘bottom up’ initiatives in the way these are
described by Rolston. ‘Local’ and ‘bottom up’ initiatives may indicate community
participation but the extent to which this participation is open and meaningful is already
circumscribed by the implicit requirements of state agencies and policies. This becomes
clearer in the next model.

5.4. Ballinger et al. (2016)
Introduced in Ballinger et al.’s (2016) EPA Report, “Delivering Integrated Catchment
Management through the Bottom-up: A critical analysis”, the approach to collaborative ICM
is closely aligned to the activities being pursued by Community Water Officers. This
perspective on public engagement in ICM stresses collaboration, flexibility, and the longevity
projects, all concerns we have also highlighted as important elements of public engagement
(Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Collaborative ICM (Ballinger et al., 2016)

The focus on finding funding sources is striking in this model as it appears even before goals,
objectives and a vision are established. In the model’s focus on funding, groups are directed
towards big pots of money, namely LEADER and LIFE funding. But these funding schemes
are highly competitive, and often require highly specialised, technical forms of expertise.
Moreover, by the nature of competitive funding pools, not every catchment will have a group
that is successful at garnering big funding sources, but their resources, efforts and concerns
will have been channelled this way. The focus on funding also ends up hinging on a
professionalisation of peoples concerns. Importantly this focus on local funding begets an
approach that incentivises pilot projects, and/or “bespoke agri-environmental schemes” that
“resulted in strong support from the farming community” in specific catchment areas
(Ballinger et al. 2016). These sorts of projects require expertise and sometimes full-time
employees to manage and shepherd buy-in from the community. Further, while the embrace
of such a structure may react to the failures of command and control regulation to improve
water quality, it may be perceived more cynically. This is namely as an instrumentalist
approach to facilitating and supporting community groups so that Ireland’s responsibility to
achieve water quality and public engagement requirements under the WFD falls on
communities but also fits within their paradigm of water management. Further, the funding
sources typically identified in these programmes are European (LIFE, EIP), creating uneven
scalar relationships between the local and the European that side-steps the national scale and
thus plays down the decisive role played by the government in shaping economic and
development policies that influence water quality.
Our concerns about funding as a structure and shaper of public engagement are two-fold.
Where engagement becomes tied to successful funding is where it becomes problematic as it
limits the scope for other kinds of participation and collaborations. This casts concerns of
identity, community, and human health, through the narrow requirements of funding bodies
and the specific demands of grant application processes (Bresnihan et al. forthcoming).
Success becomes tethered to and consumed by finding and acquiring forms of funding.
Moreover, accessing these forms of funding requires technocratic and bureaucratic
knowledge that not all communities will have the interest or ability to pursue.
Even as each model seeks to engage communities, there are shortcomings in their approaches and
conceptualisation of communities and what they offer. There are other implications worth mentioning. Many of
these approaches are situated within a discursive context where the emphasis is placed on building consent, and
a message of ‘we are in this together’, to generate feelings of responsibility and duty to one’s community and
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waters. The flipside of this is a reluctance to produce information or make decisions that
maybe unfavourable to some, particularly powerful, groups in ways that disrupt the status
quo. In the interest of diffusing controversy, these groups end up receiving special
compensation and treatment for implementing remediation (Bresnihan et al. forthcoming).
This can produce tensions and uneasiness amongst the wider community. It is important to
note that not all subgroups within communities are equally responsible for poor water quality
as the discussion on equity earlier highlights. Indeed, it could be said that even within
particular subgroups there are differential levels of responsibility. As shown in the 2nd Cycle
River Basin Management Plan ‘the catchment characterisation process found agriculture to
be a significant pressure in approximately 53% of water bodies identified as at risk’ leading
farmers to sometimes think that they are universally ‘blamed’ but clearly there are wide
differences within the farming community in terms of scale, efficiency, nutrient management
and intensification which clearly show that not all carry equal responsibility.
We now make several recommendations to help address these issues, drawing on the lessons
of equity, expertise, and context/scale developed throughout this report.

6. Recommendations for Public Engagement in Ireland
We have used case studies to highlight the importance of issues of equity, expertise, and
scale/context. We have connected these themes to current and historic models and practices
in Ireland, particularly around the implementation of public participation in ICM. We now
offer recommendations to better incorporate the three pillars of effective public engagement
in water management introduced in the beginning of the report. While the current
institutional framework reinforces a scalar distinction between the local and the national, it
also offers us an opportunity to build constructively from existing strategies being rolled out
in Ireland and to advance strategies that promote more equitable and sustainable forms of
environmental governance.
Include communities and individuals in procedures and decision-making around water
resources from the beginning.
We recommend that communities and individuals be valued and included for the experience
and expertise that they bring from the beginning, be given meaningful control over the
process and be involved in actual decision making.
Communities and individuals should be offered opportunities to determine how and by what
means they become involved in catchment management. In the case of the Twizell Burn
Catchment in the UK, the infrastructures and requirements set by supra-catchment level
organisation circumscribed many locally-led initiatives. The institutional context thus
prescribed what was possible on the ground despite the stated intention of encouraging
‘bottom up’ initiatives. This is an important lesson for Ireland where current approaches to
ICM emphasize the importance of securing funding within participatory and engagement
models.
Including communities from the beginning can be achieved by engaging with pre-existing
organisations and concerns rather than structuring participation through meetings dedicated
to water management and/or achieving external funding. Existing social networks and
institutions may provide opportunities to encourage engagement while leveraging existing
capacities. Participatory methods should be implemented as they offer a proven means of
eliciting the concerns, connections and knowledge that people have regarding water and
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catchments. Without the application of participatory methods existing concerns that people
have are easily excluded, resulting in frustration with the overall process.
Address entrenched power relationships in the participatory process.
When individuals feel that their voices are not heard or they cannot make meaningful change
in the decision-making process, it may produce a cynicism that water governance favours the
same winners and losers; it is a reinforcement of the status quo.
In the case of the Murray Darling Basin, issues of private economic interests, transparency
and legitimacy shaped the perceptions of, and anger around resource allocations.
Management strategies failed to identify and address these differences and inequities,
undermining the trust and legitimacy of the institutions charged with governing.
This is important to the Irish context where ‘farmers’ and ‘agriculture’ are often discussed
homogenously, without acknowledgement of the different sectors, types, scales, and practices
of farming. Starting from a point of difference and inequity means considering how these
groups are different rather than trying to see them and their viewpoints as the same.
Identifying the uneven interests within the agricultural system means that farmers cannot and
should not be treated uniformly (Bresnihan et al. forthcoming).
Similarly, it is important to acknowledge the wider economic and policy contexts in which
farmers are operating such that they are often caught between competing environmental and
economic policies. It is important to not only identify private interests, but also the policy and
economic drivers of those farming practices that are particularly detrimental to water quality.
This is important for public engagement because without an honest and open discussion
about the structural and uneven drivers of water-related problems, trust in state institutions
and initiatives will be undermined.
Underscore the importance of regulation in fostering trust and accountability of state
stakeholders in facilitating water governance.
We recommend the enforcement of regulation to meet water quality goals rather than relying
heavily, as is currently the case, on voluntary adoption of measures and schemes.
Decentralised and voluntary measures have become more common in many of the
approaches to ICM currently being pursued. However, the failure and lack of trust in
institutions to enforce command and control regulation can undercut these voluntary
measures.
The New York City and Chesapeake Bay Watersheds offer contrasting examples regarding
the importance of understanding how legacies of environmental governance shape
experiences and perceptions in the present. These examples offer valuable lessons to the Irish
context regarding the need for projects to be sensitive to the local contexts in which they take
place. Water governance in Ireland is shaped by longer histories and relationships between
the state, communities, and natural resource use. Histories of a lack of trust and transparency
should not be ignored particularly as these relationships can influence if and how individuals
participate.
In Ireland there has been disillusionment by community members that regulations already in
place are not enforced, a sentiment that undercuts their expectations in the states’ ability to
effectively govern water resources. Voluntary measures require a shift in responsibility to
communities but may also be perceived as unfair when the state is not seen to be fulfilling its
own commitments to enforce regulations.
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Challenging existing silos of knowledge through support for interdisciplinary research
that fosters participation and knowledge production
We recommend supporting more research that is contextualised, experimental and
participatory, and integrates (rather than adds) multiple forms of expertise through the
research process.
Many of the problems we have identified around current approaches to water management in
Ireland and the role of the public stem from a conviction that scientific expertise is the most
authoritative i.e. that science comes first, and community experience and knowledge come
later. Including communities from the beginning means avoiding the deficit model, in which
their lack of certain kinds of knowledge is read as ignorance, obscuring the different kinds of
knowledge they possess. Such knowledge can contribute to better catchment assessments and
proposed solutions.
The example of the Lune River Trust in the UK shows how multiple forms of expertise can
be integrated into scientific research in ways that also produces meaningful public
engagement. These efforts recast the roles of community members and scientific experts to
develop shared understandings and actions around catchments. This is a form of researchengagement that can be positively pursued in Ireland, and which can better integrate the work
of scientists and communities.
Participatory research involves time to establish relations of trust between different kinds of
people and across disciplinary and methodological training and expertise. Institutional and
financial supports for such projects are thus essential and need to be separated from shortterm projects that force groups to chase funding for the next step in their process.
Participatory approaches to catchment assessment could be supported and further developed
by LAWPRO. Providing more funding through existing research channels can also foster the
development and dissemination of participatory and innovative methods.
The current approaches to water governance in Ireland offer opportunities to develop more
effective public engagement. Addressing issues of inequity, expertise and context/scale
requires rethinking the assumptions that underpin much of water governance as currently
practiced in Ireland. Public engagement is not just an activity. It involves developing positive
perceptions and trust within the public that a valuable end is being pursued. Our intention
with these recommendations is to advance ideas that will help Ireland’s achieve more
equitable, just and sustainable public engagement in water governance.
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